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Answer all questions, each carries "l.mark 
:

1. What is applied ,".""r.i'i
2. What is Qualitative Research ? .

3. What is a Schedule ?

4. What is Secondary Data ? , :,

5. Expand MLA. -....".n 
: 

-- 

-'

!'.
6.WhatisaResearctrn''eport?.'i',,.:ii..'':'.,.-.;..

, ',,..':;j1....-.. . .,,i,,...-....._.r::'"'-' ..1*,-'PART; E ;.,'.1""1''"' ' :"::

t-
, Answer any six questions, each carries 2 marks :

7. State any four features of research.

8. Distinguish between basic and applied research.

9. What is meant by pilot study ?

10. What is stratified random sampling ?

11. Discuss the observation method of collecting primary data.
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12. Explain the method of collecting data through schedules.

13. What are the Steps involved in developing a questionnaire ?

ta. Wfrat are the limitations of direct personal interviews ?

PART - C

Answer any four questions, each carries 3 marks :

15. What are sampling and non-sarnpling grrors ?

16. Explain the interview method of collecting f rimary data.

17. What are the characteristics 0Ja gOod rese4Ich,design ?

1 8. Distinguish between descriptive andg#t-* research.

19. Distinguish between prima$",'i a and'secon d[ta.

20. Discuss the stages of report W,,.rjting.

PAFTT _ Dt nl I r u

Answer any two questions, each carries 5 marks :

21 . What are the various.sources of:collection of primary data ?
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{5x2=12)

(4x3=12)

(2x5=10)

22. What are the steps involved in resea--i-eh1

23. What are the various types ofig,rgnlplgnanihW illing'f

24. What are the various types of reports ?


